Van Leucia - Rate Card
Instrumental Performance/Accompaniment
Service

Cost

Rehearsal(s)

$60/hr

Performance (<15mins)

$60 flat

Performance (15-30mins)

$120 flat

Performance (30-60mins)

$200 flat

Performance (>1hr, 30min inc.)

$250 + $100 inc.

Amp req.

$50 flat hire

Keyboard req.

$100 flat hire

Keyboard + amp req.

$150 flat hire

Transport Fee (return)

$1 per km from 2166 NSW

Transcription/Arrangement/Composition
Service

Cost

Transcription (per instrument)

$40/min of audio OR
$80 per A4 page

Piano Reduction (all instruments
collapsed into one part)

$70/min of audio OR
$120 per A4 page

Arrangement (per instrument)

$40/min of audio OR
$80 per A4 page

Score Digitisation

$60 per A4 page

Composition

TBA case by case basis

Education (1-1 only)
Service

Cost

Beginner

$50/hr

Intermediate

$60/hr

Advanced

$75/hr

Van Leucia Productions – The Studio
Service

Cost

Recording

$70/hr

Mixing (digital)

$50/hr

Mixing (analog)

$60/hr

Mixing (hybrid)

$70/hr

Mastering (single)

$80 flat

Mastering (2-5 songs)

$70 per song

Mastering (6-10 songs)

$60 per song

Mastering (11+ songs)

$55 per song

NB: “interlude” tracks are counted as individual songs

Sound Design/Production

$70/hr

Vocal Tuning (per layer)

$50/hr

NB: to get best results, make sure vocals are dry (no effects), clear (no
distortion/peaking) and intentional (nothing you don't want to hear, and
everything you want to be heard is present)

Beat/Instrumental Production
Any urban subgenre, MUST
provide 3 reference tracks,
finished product grants the client
up to 3 major edits to the
instrumental and 3 edits to the
mix once mixed/mastered.

<5 layers of sound, no hook,
royalty-free - $80/min of audio
<5 layers of sound, hook
discussed w client, royalty-free $100/min of audio
<9 layers of sound, no hook,
royalty-free - $170/min of audio
<9 layers of sound, hook
discussed w client, royalty-free $220/min of audio

Want to become a Van Leucia Productions Artist and reap the
benefits? Have a chat today and see how Van Leucia can
catapult your career into stardom with the personally catered
and dedicated treatment of your music!
Benefits include: Lowered hourly rates, guaranteed highest quality hybrid mixing and
mastering services, and Van Leucia personally producing your track from scratch/any
amount of pre-written material with the 100% attention to detail you know you're
getting!

